The structure of the organization allows for significant cross-collaboration and engagement and an informal reporting structure among staff and volunteers.
2022-2023 Strategic Operations Teams

Admissions and Early ID Team
Lead: Audrey Zhao
Lead: Kevin Lin
Suede Graham
Vicente Román
Anthony Efobi

Alumni and Special Events Team
Lead: Olivia Beres
Jay Nam
Rebecca Upton
Quang Vo
Antonio Xu Liu

Brand and Digital Content Team
Fernanda Melo
Sam Hunter

Digital Transformation Team
Lead: Mitchell Quon
Lead: Sam Cahoon
Mitchell Conzemius
Garrett Kelly
Dylan Wooton
Khirin Dacanay

Mentoring Team
Lead: Hannah Septoff
Dimitri Lippe
Ashley Cureton
KK Nandanampati

Learning Community Team
Lead: Andrés Peters
Justyn Alexander
Shivam Mishra

Travel and Logistics
Lead: Aarthi Ganapathi
Robert Barrett
Ernst Jourdain
Damian Pisanelli

Strategic Partnership Team
Lead: Andres Gomez Perry
Andrew Demas
Kelvin Santacruz
Mark Milian
Kevon Edmondson
2023 Conference Teams

A: Admissions
CD: Conference Director
L: Logistics
P: Programming
S: Sponsorship
GO: Growth Operations

Business Conference
Samrudhi Vaghmare (CD)
Cesar Villavicencio (CD)
- Cam Finley (A)
- Reiko Johnson (A)
- Raquel Barlow (A)
- Chandra Sahu (P)
- Erica Lezama (P)
- Javanni Waugh (P)
- Grace Nie (P)
- Tajwar Ahad (P)
- Tyler Knox (P)
- Matt Witman (S)
- Amy Chen (S)
- Duruo Murray (S)
- Obinna Igboke (S)
- Devyani Kalra (S)
- Anmei Zhi (S)
- Matt Casler (GO)
- Dexter Lin (GO)

Engineering Conference
Sarah Fay (CD)
- Justin Koehler (S)
- Farzana Haque (S)
- Billie Harrer (S)
- Anne Lam (S)
- Amy Wesolowski (S)
- Micki Rentauskas (P)
- Nicholas Mijares (P)
- Lainey Orr (P)
- Shriprama Rao (P)
- Francine Reyes Vega (A)
- Adela Valladares (A)
- Haroon Farrukh (A)
- Alex Young (A)
- Evan Ko (L)

Digital Conference
Annie Schugart (CD)
Rishi Mittal (CD)
- Sean Eagan (A)
- Fernando
- Rodriguez Milian (A)
- Heather Hartel (A)
- Mitch Conzemius (A)
- Garrett Tan (P)
- Jordan Loeser (P)
- Marie Maier (P)
- Joseph Arias (P)
- Michelle Julia Ng (P)
- Jessika Sessoms (P)
- Kevin Tran (S)
- Ben Geist (S)
- Joey Saad (S)
- David Rosenstein (S)
- Kyle Sanok (S)
- Dylan Wootton (L)
- Jason Chandra (L)
- Britney Roberts (L)
OUT FOR UNDERGRAD

Advisory Boards

Applied Life Sciences Advisory Board

Chair: Logan Troppito
Drew Aguilar
Brandon Nnodi
Daniel Sanchez
Kelly Draehn
Lori Burt
Matt Witman
Max Agadoni
Evan Olin
Reid D'Amico
Tara Cullerton
Teddy Kurkoski
TK Herrin
Aamir Vaid

Digital Conference Advisory Board

Chair: Michael Hamamoto Tribble
Alex Call
Anne Schwartz
Chandra Sahu
Christian Cortes
Ji Hyun
Jessica Schanzer
John Gabriel D'Angelo
Julia Baldaro
Julian Turner
Maggie Moss
Maggie Moss
Tyler Lawerence